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ABSTRACT Various computational models (such as machines and combinational logic networks) induce various 
and, m general, different computational complexity measures Relations among these measures are established 
by studying the ways m which one model can "simulate" another It ts shown that a machine with k-dimensional 
storage tapes (respectively, with tree-structured storage media) can be simulated on-hne by a machine with one- 
dimensional storage tapes m time O(n 2-ilk) (respectively, m time O(n2/log n)) An obhv:ous machine Is defined 
to be one whose head posmons, as functions of time, are independent of the input, and It Is shown that any 
machine with one-d~menslonal tapes can be simulated on-hne by an oblivious machine with two one-dimensional 
tapes in time O(n log n) All of these results are the best possible, at least insofar as on-hne simulation is 
concerned. By slmdar methods It is shown that n steps of the computation of an arbitrary machine with one- 
dimensional tapes can be performed by a combinational logic network of cost O(n log n) and delay O(n) 
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1. Introduction 

Since  t h e  a p p e a r a n c e  o f  T u r m g ' s  f u n d a m e n t a l  p a p e r  [! l], n u m e r o u s  v a r i a n t s  o f  h is  
m a c h i n e - o r i e n t e d  c o m p u t a t i o n a l  m o d e l  h a v e  b e e n  p r o p o s e d .  M a n y  o f  t hese  va r i an t s  h a v e  
b e e n  i n s p i r e d  by  the  o b s e r v a t i o n  tha t  s e q u e n t i a l  access  to o n e - d i m e n s i o n a l  t apes  is n o t  
a lways  a p p r o p r i a t e  in  a c o m p u t a t i o n a l  m o d e l .  T h e y  t h u s  r ep l ace  o n e - d i m e n s i o n a l  t a p e s  by  
m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l  tapes ,  t r e e - s t r u c t u r e d  s to rage  m e d i a ,  o r  o t h e r  n o n s e q u e n t i a l  s t o r age  

s t ruc tures .  W h i l e  t hese  m a c h i n e s  c o m p u t e  t he  s a m e  f u n c t i o n s  as  t h o s e  w i t h  o n e - d i m e n -  
s iona l  tapes ,  t h e y  m a y  c o m p u t e  t h e m  faster .  O n e  p u r p o s e  o f  th is  p a p e r  is to  s t u d y  t h e  
d e p e n d e n c e  o f  c o m p u t a t i o n  h m e  o n  s to rage  s t ruc ture .  A s e c o n d  p u r p o s e  is to  s t u d y  the  
r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  the  Ume r e q u i r e d  by  a m a c h i n e  a n d  t h e  cos t  a n d  d e l a y  r e q u i r e d  by  
a c o m b i n a t i o n a l  logic  n e t w o r k .  

In  Sec t i on  2 we  s h o w  h o w  m a c h i n e s  w i t h  n o n s e q u e n t i a l  s to rage  s t ruc tu r e s  c a n  be  
s i m u l a t e d  by  m a c h i n e s  w i t h  o n e - d i m e n s i o n a l  tapes .  In  pa r t i cu la r ,  w e  s h o w  tha t  a n y  
c o m p u t a t i o n  tha t  c a n  be  p e r f o r m e d  in  n s t eps  by  a m a c h i n e  w i t h  k - d i m e n s i o n a l  t a p e s  c a n  
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be performed in O(n 2-ilk) steps by a machine with one-dimensional tapes. Hennie [3] has 
gwen an example of  a computation for which cn 2-1/k steps (for some c > 0) are necessary 
if the computation is to be performed on-hne. That O(n 2-~/k log n) steps are sufficient was 
shown by Stoss [10]. (Stoss's simulation requires only two tapes; so it includes the result of  
Hennie and Steams [4] as the special case k ffi 1.) We show that any computation that can 
be performed in n steps by a machine with tree-structured storage media can be performed 
in O(n2/log n) steps by a machine with one-dimensional tapes. In this case, Hennie [3] has 
given an example for which cn2/(log n) z steps are required for on-lme performance. We 
shall give an improved version of  this example which shows that cn2/log n steps are 
required. 

In Section 3 we study the relationship between the time required by a machine and the 
cost and delay required by a combinational logic network. To do this, we use an auxiliary 
notion of  independent interest: that of  an oblivious machine. An obhvious machine is one 
whose head movements are fixed functions of  time, independent of  the inputs to the 
machine. We first show that any computation that can be performed in n steps by a 
machine with one-dimensional tapes can be performed in O(n log n) steps by an oblivious 
machine with two one-dimensional tapes. We also give an example for which cn log n 
steps are necessary for on-line performance. A similar simulation result, omitting only the 
qualification "oblivious," was given by Hennie and Steams [4]; it is unknown whether this 
weaker problem requires cn log n steps for on-line performance. 

The methods we use for oblivious machines can also be applied to combinational logic 
networks. We show that a computation that can be performed in n steps by a machine 
with one-dimensional tapes can be implemented by a network with cost O(n log n) and 
depth O(n). That cost O(n 2) and depth O(n) are sufficient was shown by Savage [8] and 
Schnorr [unpublished]. 

More recently, Schnorr [9] has refined the techmques used in the present paper to take 
into account the program length and space requirements, as well as the time requirements 
of  the machine. 

2. Stmulation of Machines with Nonsequential Storage Structures 

The machines we shall consider will be bounded-activity machines, as introduced by Cook 
and Aanderaa [1]. Such a machine has a one-way read-only input tape (from which it reads 
a sequence of  input symbols), a one-way write-only output tape (on which It writes a 
sequence of  output symbols), a control (which can assume any of  a finite number of  control 
states), and storage. 

Storage consists of  a finite number of storage media and a greater or equal number of 
storage heads, one or more for each storage medmm. Each storage medium consists of  a 
countably mfmRe number of  cells (each of  which can contain any of  a finite number of  
storage symbols). Each storage head will always be located at some cell of  its storage 
medium and will be able to execute any of  a finite number of  sho% (which may be thought 
of  as mappings from the set of  cells of  the medium into itself). 

At the outset the control will be in a prescribed initial control state; all the cells of  storage 
will contain a prescribed initial storage symbol (the blank symbol); and all the storage 
heads will be at prescribed inmal locations (the ortgins of  their respective storage media). 

The operation of  a machine will take place in a sequence of  steps. At each step a machine 
will observe its control state and the symbols scanned by the heads on Rs input tape and 
storage media, and on the basis of  this information it may change its control state, change 
the symbols scanned by the heads on its output tape and storage media, and shift any of  
its heads. This action will be specified by a determimstic transition function. 

The principal differences among machines inhere in their storage. We shall consider two 
classes of  storage: k-dtmensional tapes and k-regular trees. 

In a k-dimensional tape, the cells correspond to the elements of  a free commutative 
group on k generators. There are 2k shifts, which correspond to addition of  a generator or 
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its negative. It wall often be convenient to include a null shift, which corresponds to the 
identity mapping from the cells to themselves. 

In a k-regular tree, the cells correspond to the elements of  a free group on k generators. 
There are 2k shifts, which correspond to premultlpllcatlon by a generator or its inverse. 
Again it will often be convenient to include a null shift. (Paterson, Fischer, and Meyer [7] 
have used k-regular trees as storage media with a restricted form of  random access.) 

For  simplicity, we shall always assume that all the storage media of  a machine are of  the 
same type. Thus we shall speak of  a k-dimensional machine (one having some number of  
k-dimensional tapes) or a k-regular machine (one having some number of  k-regular trees). 
Note that a one-dimensional tape is equivalent to a one-regular tree, both being sequential 
storage media. A machine having some number of  sequential storage media with just one 
head per medium will be called an elementary machine. 

We shall say that two machines simulate each other if when they are started with the 
same string of  symbols on their input tapes, they produce the same string of  symbols on 
their output tapes. Clearly, simulation is an equivalence relation. We shall say that two 
machines that simulate each other do so on-hne if the shifts of  the input and output heads 
occur in the same order (but not necessarily at the same steps) for both machines This is 
also an equivalence relation. Finally, we shall say that one machine that simulates another 
does so In time T(n) if, for every n, the one machine shifts its output head at least as many 
times during its first T(n) steps as the other machine does during its first n steps. 

THEOREM 1. l f  ~Cg is a machine with k-dtmensional tapes, there is an elementary machme 
,,¢(' that stmulates ~ on-line in time O(n2-1/k). 

PROOV. Suppose for now that ~ has just one k-dimensional storage tape J - ,  with just 
one head ~Tt '~. The general case, with more than one storage tape and more than one head 
per tape, wall be discussed later. 

The construction of  the machine ~ '  will revolve a number of  different ideas. In order 
to introduce these ideas gradually and to show their interrelationships more clearly, we 
shall present three versions of  ~ '  of  increasing intricacy, only the last of  which will 
simulate ~ in time O(n2-~/k). In the first two versions some things will be done by means 
that may seem more complicated than is necessary. These means have been chosen to 
simplify the transitions to later versions, and their justification should become apparent on 
further reading. 

In order to further clarify the exposition, rather than describe ~¢t" formally in terms of  
"states" and "transition functions," we shall describe informally how a "general-purpose" 
machine ~¢t" with sufficiently many one-dimensional tapes can be "programmed" to 
simulate .AL In this description we shall use terms such as "subroutine" and "stack," which 
are common in programming. It should be clear how these informal ideas could be 
implemented m a formal model. 

It will be necessary for . / / '  to maintain a representation of  the configuration of , / / .  Some 
aspects of  this representation are obvious: . / / '  will use its input and output tapes just as 
uses its input and output tapes, and ..¢/' will use its control to simulate the control of.~t'. It 
remains for . / / '  to maintain representations of  the position of  a~' and the condition of  3-, 
and it is on these aspects of  the representation that the remainder of  the proof  will focus. 

REPRESENTING THE POSITION OF a,~ a. The set of  dtsplacements of ~ forms a group in a 
natural  way. This is a free commutative group on k generators, where the generators and 
their negatwes correspond to the 2k shifts that ~ might execute An element of  this group 
can be thought of  as a list of  k integers that gwes the number (positive, negative, or zero) 
of  steps to be taken in each of  the k coordinate directions. 

The position of  ~ will be represented by representing the displacement from the origin 
(the imtlal location o f , F )  to the present location of,~,~°. This displacement will in turn be 
represented by representing k integers. These integers will be represented on k tapes, called 
the A-positron tapes, according to the following scheme. 

A counter is a stack which may be empty (to represent the integer zero), which may 
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contain some number of "+"  symbols (to represent a positive integer), or which may 
contain some number of " - "  symbols (to represent a negative integer). A counter may be 
incremented by pushing a "+"  symbol onto the stack, unless there is a " - "  symbol on the 
top of the stack, in which case this symbol is popped off the stack. Similarly, a counter 
may be decremented. 

The position of a~ in the initial configuration of ~ will be represented by the null 
displacement, which m turn will be represented by empty stacks on the ~,gC~-position tapes. 

THE SHIFT SUBROUTINE. Suppose that the position of ,gd is represented on the ~,~"- 
position tapes as described above. The task of the SHIFT subroutine will be to update th~s 
representation to reflect a shift of ~,~'~. It will do this by incrementing or decrementing the 
appropriate counter. 

REPRESENTING THE CONDITION OF ~' .  The condition of ~ will be represented by 
means of a string, called a path string, which will be kept on a tape called the 9--condition 
tape. A path stnng will contain two types of symbols: There will be 2k symbols, called shift 
symbols, that represent the possible shifts that X might execute, and a set of symbols, 
called metasymbols, that represent the various symbols that might be written on a cell of 
J .  

The occurrence of a symbol in a path string will be said to visit a cell of 5-  if by starting 
at the origin of Y and by executing in sequence the shifts represented by all the shift 
symbols preceding the given occurrence, one arrives at the given cell. 

A path string will represent the condition of 5- in the following way. The cell of J -  
visited by an occurrence of a metasymbol is understood to contain the symbol represented 
by that metasymbol. (Each cell of 3- will be visited by at most one occurrence of a 
metasymbol.) A cell of ~ whose content is not represented in this way is understood to 
contain a blank. 

The condition of J in the initial configuration of d/will  be represented by a path string 
consisting of a single metasymbol which visits the origin and represents a blank. 

THE READ SUBROUTINE. Suppose that the position of ~ is represented by the ~ ' -  
position tapes and the condition of J -  is represented on the 3--condition tape. The task of 
the READ subroutine is to determine the symbol scanned by ~,d. 

The READ subroutine works as follows: It starts with the head on the 3--condition tape 
at the first symbol of the path string and moves the head over each symbol of the path 
strmg in sequence. During this process it maintains the vahdity of the following assertion: 
The a~'-position tapes represent the displacement between the cell of J visited by the 
symbol of the path string currently scanned by the head on the 3--condition tape and the 
cell of 5-  at which ,ff~ is located. The assertion is true at the outset, since the first symbol 
of a path string visits the ongln, and the S-position tapes represent the displacement 
between the origin and the cell of 5- at which a~ is located. Furthermore, its validity will 
be maintained if as each shift symbol in the path string is passed, the negative of the shift 
it represents is applied to the Pal-position tapes by means of the SHIFT subroutine. 

If, during this process, a metasymbol is encountered when the ~,~'~-position tapes represent 
the null displacement (all stacks empty), this metasymbol represents the symbol scanned 
by ~gd. If  no such metasymbol is encountered, a blank is scanned by ~". In either case, after 
the process is complete, it can be reversed to restore the a~'~-position tapes to their condition 
at the outset: The head on the 3--condition tape is moved backward over each symbol of 
the path string, and as each shift symbol is passed, the shift it represents is applied to the 
X'~-position tapes. 

THE WRITE SUBROUTINE. Suppose again that the position of ~ is represented on the 
~,~'~-position tapes and the condition of 5- is represented on the T-condition tape. The task 
of the WRITE subroutine is to update the path string to reflect a change in the symbol 
scanned by ,g~. 

The WRITE subroutine works as follows: It begins by performing a forward-then- 
backward pass over the path string, similar to the pass performed by the READ subroutine. 
If  during this pass a metasymbol is encountered when the ,fiR-position tapes represent the 
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null displacement, changing this metasymbol will reflect the change m the symbol scanned 
by #~:, and the task of  the WRITE subroutine will be complete after this first pass. I f  no 
such metasymbol is encountered, a second forward-then-backward pass will be performed 
to insert one. 

During this second pass the WRITE subroutine will search for a metasymbol that visits 
a cell of  3-  that is adjacent to the cell at which ~ is located. (One cell is adjacent to 
another if X can move from one to the other by a single shift.) To do this, it searches for 
a situation in which the ~,~:-position tapes represent a unit displacement (all stacks empty 
but one, which contains a single "+ "  or " - " ) .  In such a situation, the unit displacement 
specifies the shift that would move #~ from the adjacent cell to the cell at which X is 
located. When it finds such a symbol, it inserts immediately after it a string of  three 
symbols: a shift symbol that represents the shift that would move X from the adjacent cell 
to its current location, a metasymbol representing the symbol to be written at the current 
location, and a shift symbol representing the shift that would move X from its current 
location back to the adjacent cell. 

It should be clear that if either the first pass finds a metasymbol that visits the current 
location or the second pass finds a symbol that visits a cell adjacent to the current location, 
then the path string on the a-condit ion tape will be updated to reflect the change m the 
symbol scanned by o~:. We cannot argue that either the first or the second pass will succeed 
until we have presented other parts of  the program of  ~ ' ,  but the argument will depend 
on only one fact: The program for ~ '  will use the WRITE subroutine to update cells m 
the same order in which they are scanned by o~:. Thus if the cell.currently scanned by 
has not previously been scanned (so that the first pass does not succeed), it must be 
adjacent to one that has (so that the second pass will). 

THE STEP SUBROUTINE. At this point we can describe a subroutine, the STEP 
subroutine, that simulates a complete step of  the computation of  ~¢(. As before, we asume 
that the posmon of  ,~d and the condmon of  J are represented on the ,:d-position and ~ -  
condition tapes, respectively. 

The STEP subroutine works as follows: It uses the READ subroutine to determine the 
symbol scanned by ~ and reads a symbol from the input tape (if necessary). It uses this 
information, together with the control state of  ~¢/, to determine (according to the transition 
function of  ~ )  the new control state of  ~ and the other actions to be taken. It then writes 
a symbol on the output tape (if necessary) and uses the WRITE subroutine to update the 
symbol scanned by a~d. Finally, it uses the SHIFT subroutine to effect the appropriate shift 
of  oft:. 

In all versions of..¢C, all manipulation of  the input and output tapes will be done by the 
STEP subroutine. For this reason, a simulation will always be an on-line simulation. 

VERSION I OF ..¢{'. At this point the main program for Version I of~¢{' can be expressed 
as follows: 

MAIN 
repeat indefinitely 

call STEP 

That this program simulates ~ follows by induction on the following hypothesis: 
After n invocations of  the STEP subroutine, 
(1) the counters on the ,~d-position tapes represent the position o f F '  after n steps by ~ ;  
(2) the path string on the J '-condition tape visits all and only those cells of  J -  scanned 

by ~ during the first n steps by .d/(except possibly the last); 
:33' P va.tx st" mg on the J--condition tape represents the condition of  ~ after n steps 

by J/L 
THE RUNNING TIME OF VERSION I. We shall show that Version I of  ~ '  simulates M( 

in time O(n2). l 

A word on our use of  O(. . . )  is in order The constants imphclt in this notation are to be understood to be 
uniform in time-dependent parameters such as n (and later re,j ,  and t), but not in machine-dependent parameters, 
such as k 
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Consider the length of  the path string that represents the condttton of  3-. Its length is 
initially one, and its length is extended by at most three for each execution of  the WRITE 
subroutine, and hence for each execution of  the STEP subroutine. Thus when ~ '  has 
simulated n steps of..Cg, the path string will have length at most 3n + 1 = O(n). 

The time taken by the nth execution of  the STEP subroutine is dominated by the time 
taken by the READ and WRITE subroutines. This in turn is dominated by the time taken 
by the forward-then-backward passes over the path string, which is O(n). From this, It 
follows that the time taken by the first n executions of  the STEP subroutine is O(n2), so 
that Jg '  simulates ..g in time O(n2). 

THE STRATEGY OF VERSION II. Version I of  J r '  runs as slowly as it does because as the 
path stnng that represents the condition of  J -  grows longer, the time taken by the READ 
and WRITE subroutines, and hence by the STEP subroutine, increases In order to 
mitigate this effect, Version II will exploit the following principle: At any point in the 
computation of  ~¢(, only the contents of  those cells of  J -  that P~ can reach by at most m 
shifts from its current position are relevant to the next m steps. 

Consider the situation after n steps by Jr/. Let c denote the cell of  3-  at which aMY is 
located and let m be a positive integer. There is a natural metric on the cells of  3-: The 
distance between two cells is the minimum number of  shifts sufficient to carry ~ from one 
of  the cells to the other. Let ~ denote the ball with center c and radius m (this is the set of  
ceils whose distance from c is at most m) and let Y denote the sphere with center c and 
radius m + 1 (this is the set of  cells whose distance from c is exactly m + 1). It IS easy to 
show that the number of  cells in B is O(m~), while the number of  cells in S p is O(m~-a). 

Suppose that ~t" has simulated the first n steps by ~¢(, and consider how it might simulate 
the next m steps. Version I did this by applying the STEP subroutine m times to the path 
string that represents the condition of  J ' .  Version II will use the following technique. By 
means of  a subroutine called the EXTRACT subroutine, it will create from the path string 
that represents the condition of  J "  two new path strings, one representing the condition of  

and another representing the condition of  J "  - ~ .  It will then apply the STEP 
subroutine m times to the path stnng that represents the condition of  6~. Finally, by means 
of  a subroutine called the MERGE subroutine, it will combine the updated path string 
representing the condition of  ~ with the path string representing the condition of J -  - B 
to obtain an updated path stnng representing the condition of  3-. The total effect of  this 
will be the same as that of  applying the STEP subroutine m times to the path string that 
represents the condition of  J-.  

I f  m is not too large, the path string representing the condition of  ~ will be shorter than 
the path string representing the condition of  J ' ,  and the time taken by the m executions of  
the STEP subroutine will be reduced. If  m is not too small, this reduction will outweigh the 
time taken by the EXTRACT and MERGE subroutines, yielding a net reduction in the 
time taken to simulate m steps. 

To show how Version II of  ~¢(' will use the technique just described to perform a 
complete simulation of  Jr', we shall give a "top-down" description of  the process. The 
infinitely many steps by ~¢( will be divided into phases of  increasing length. The zeroth 
phase will consist of  the first step, the first phase will consist of  the next 2 k+~ steps, and so 
forth, with the j th  phase consisting of  2 J(k+l) steps. Each phase will in turn be divided into 
subphases of  equal length. The zeroth phase will be divided into one subphase of  one step, 
the first phase will be divided into 2 ~ subphases of two steps each, and so forth, with the 
j th  phase being divided into 2 j~ subphases of  2 J steps each. The steps of  each subphase will 
be simulated by the technique described previously, so that m -- 2 J for each subphase of  
the j th  phase. 

THE LOCAL COUNTERS. The path strings used to represent the condition of  J -  do so by 
"relative addressing" with respect to the origin, in the sense that one starts from the origin 
to determine which cell of  3-  a symbol visits. In order to ensure their shortness, the path 
strings used to represent the condition of ~ will do so by relative addressing with respect 
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to c, the center of  ~ .  The path strings used to represent the condition of  3-  - ~ ,  like those 
used to represent the condition of  3-, will use relative addressing with respect to the origin 

During a subphase the STEP subroutine must have access not only to the path string 
representing the condition of  ~', but also to the counters representing the position of  a~'. 
Since the path string representing the condition of  ~ uses relative addressing with respect 
to c, these counters must represent the displacement from c to the position of ,~ ' ,  not from 
the origin to the position of~t °. To meet this need, a new set of  counters will be introduced. 

At the outset of  a subphase, the EXTRACT subroutine will create a set of  "local" 
counters that will represent the position of~,~ relative to c. These counters will be initialized 
to represent the null displacement, since at the outset of  the subphase, a,~ is located at c. 
Dunng  the subphase the STEP subroutine wall manipulate these local counters, not the 
"global" ones which represent the position of  ~ relative to the origin. At the conclusion 
of  the subphase, the M E R G E  subroutine will add the contents of  the local counters into 
the global counters, thus updating the latter to reflect the shifts made by ~ during the 
subphase. The M E R G E  subroutine will then destroy the local counters. 

THE SUBPHASE STACKS. Dunng a subphase, Version II of  ~¢t' must maintain two path 
stnngs and two sets of  counters. To store these conveniently, the 3--condition tape and a,~- 
position tapes will be used as stacks. The 3--condmon tape will contain a stack of  path 
strings: between subphases this stack will contain only the path string representing the 
condition of  3-; at the outset of  each subphase, the EXTRACT subroutine will replace this 
with the path stnngs representing the condition of  ~ and the condition of  3 -  - ~ (with 
the former at the top of  the stack); at the end of  each subphase the M E R G E  subroutine 
will replace these with the updated path string representing the condition of  J .  

Similarly, each a~t°-position tape will contain a stack of  counters '2 between subphases 
these stacks will contain only the global counters representing the position of  a,F relative to 
the origin; at the outset of  each subphase the local counters representing the posmon of  
relative to c will be pushed onto the stacks by the EXTRACT subroutine; at the end of  
each subphase the local counters will be popped off the stacks by the M E R G E  subroutine. 
In this way, the path string and counters to be manipulated by the STEP subroutine will 
always be at the top of  the stack 

THE LENGTH COUNTERS. Just as there is a natural metric on the cells of  J- ,  there is a 
natural  norm on the group of  displacements: The length of a displacement is the minimum 
number of  shifts sufficient to effect it. 

It will be convenient to associate with each set of counters that represents a displacement 
an addmonal  counter that represents the length of  the displacement. These counters will 
be kept on a new tape called the length tape, and when several displacements are stacked 
on the ,~d-position tapes, their lengths will be stacked (in the same order) on the length 
tape. 

It is easy to see how the counters on the length tape can be maintained by the subroutines 
that manipulate the counters on the ~,~d-position tapes. The SHIFT subroutine will 
increment a length counter whenever it pushes a "+"  or " - "  symbol onto one of  the stacks 
that implement the associated displacement counters, and will decrement the length 
counter whenever it pops a " + "  or " - "  symbol off. When the EXTRACT subroutine 
creates the local displacement counters and initializes them to the null displacement, it will 
create a local length counter and initialize it to zero. Finally, when the M E R G E  subroutine 
adds the contents of  the local displacement counters into the global displacement counters, 
it will use the SHIFT subroutine to manipulate the latter and thus will automatically 
update the global length counter. 3 

THE EXTRACT SUBROUTINE. Suppose that the condition of  3 -  is represented by a 
path stnng on the 3--condition tape, the position of  ~7d is represented by a displacement in 

2 Do not be confused by the fact that each counter is itself tmplemented as a stack 
J Note that tt would not be correct to add the local length counter into the global length counter, since the 
mangle mequahty might not be an equality 
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the counters on the a~g'-position tapes, and the length of  this displacement is represented in 
the counter on the length tape. Suppose further that the positive integer m is represented 
in a counter on yet another tape. The number m, together with the position of  a~, 
determines the ball ~ and the sphere 5C The task of  the EXTRACT subroutine is to 
replace the path string representing the condition of  J with two path strings describing 
the conditions of  ~ and 3-  - ~ ,  and to create and initialize the new counters on the Yg- 
position and length tapes. 

The EXTRACT subroutine works as follows: During a forward-then-backward pass 
(similar to those used by the READ and WRITE subroutines) over the path string that 
represents the condition of  Y-, it creates the path strings that represent the conditions of  
and Y- - ~ on two work tapes. It then copies these onto the y--condition tape in the 
appropriate order. The new counters are created on the S-posi t ion and length tapes 
simply by writing new bottom-of-stack symbols on these tapes. 

Let the path string that represents the condiuon of  Y- be divided into "segments" 
(substrmgs) of  two types: inner segments, consisting of  symbols that visit cells in ~ ,  and 
outer segments, consisting of  symbols that visit cells in Y- - ~ .  These two types of  segments 
occur alternately. During the pass over the path string, the inner segments are copied onto 
one work tape, to form the path string representing the condition of  ~ ,  and the outer 
segments are copied onto another work tape, to form the path string representing the 
condition of  J - ~ .  

The inner and outer segments copied onto the work tapes do not by themselves form 
complete path strings, since the last symbol of  a given segment need not visit the same (or 
an adjacent) cell as the first symbol of  the next segment of  the same type. To deal with this 
situation, we shall precede each such segment (except the first outer segment) and follow 
each such segment (except the last outer segment) with a sequence of  shift symbols, which 
is called a linking segment, that would carry a~f from c to the first cell visited by the 
segment, or from the last cell visited by the segment to c. Since transitions between inner 
and outer segments occur when a~' moves between ~ and J -  - ~ (which always occurs at 
distance m from c), no linking segment need have length greater than m + 1. It will be 
convenient to ensure that inner segments, outer segments, segments that link inner 
segments, and segments that link outer segments are mutually distinguishable. This can be 
done by a fourfold expansion of  the alphabet of  the y--condition tape. 

To carry out its operations, the EXTRACT subroutine needs only two abilmes that we 
have not yet discussed: During its pass over the path stnng that represents the condition 
of  Y-, ~t must be able to recognize when a transition between an inner and an outer 
segment occurs, and it must be able to generate the appropriate linking segments. To 
obtain these abilities, it uses the length tape. 

By using the same technique as was used by the READ and WRITE subroutines, the 
EXTRACT subroutine can ensure that during its pass over the path string that represents 
the condition of  Y-, the displacement from the cell being visited to the position of  ~ is 
represented on the ~gC-posltlOn tapes, and thus that the length of  this displacement is 
represented on the length tape. I f  before this pass is made, the number m is subtracted 
from the counter on the length tape, then during the pass the counter will alternate between 
positive and nonpositive values whenever the cell being visited alternates between Y- - 
and 2 .  In this way the EXTRACT subroutine can recognize transitions between inner 
and outer segments. (After the pass, the number m can be added back into the counter on 
the length tape.) Furthermore, whenever a transition occurs, the YC-position tapes will 
represent the displacement from the cell being visited to c. From this, the EXTRACT 
subroutine can generate the required linking segments. 

THE MERGE SUBROUTINE. The task of  the MERGE subroutine ~s the reverse of  that 
of  the EXTRACT subroutine. It copies the path string that represents the condmon of  
from the Y--condition tape onto a work tape, and the path string that represents the 
condition of  Y- - ~ from the y--condition tape onto another tape. It then scans both work 
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tapes, copying the tuner and outer segments alternately onto the J-condi t ion tape to form 
a path string that represents the condition of  ~ ,  and discarding the linking segments. 

In addRion, ~t merges the counters on the ~,~-pos~tion and length tapes. It adds the 
displacement from c to the positron of  g f  to the dtsplacement from the ongm to c, to 
obtain the displacement from the ongm to the posttmn of  a~ '~. As ~t does so, tt updates the 
length of  the latter displacement. 

VERSlON II OF ,g ' .  At thts point, the program for Verston 1I of  J//' can be expressed as 
follows: 

MAIN. 
repeat mdefimtely for./= 0, 1, 2, 

call PHASE (./) 
PHASE(./). 

repeat 2 J* tunes 
call SUBPHASE(./) 

return 
SUBPHASE(,/) 

call EXTRACT wRh ra = 2 j 
repeat 2 j tmaes 

call STEP 
call MERGE 
return 

That this program simulates ~ can be confirmed by verifymg the following hypothesis. 
The execution of  a subphase of  the j th  phase is eqmvalent in effect to execution of  the 

STEP subroutine 2 ~ times. 
THE RUNNING TIME OF VERSION II. We shall show that Version II o f , g '  simulates 

in time O(n2-1/Ik+l~). We begin with a crucial observation: The path string that represents 
the condmon of  J -  visits any cell at most 2k + 2 times. This is verified by considering how 
the path string is developed by the WRITE subroutine. A cell is visited twice when tt is 
first scanned by g :  once by a metasymbol and once by a shift symbol. After thts, it is 
revisited (by a shift symbol) only when an adjacent cell ts first scanned by gf. Since there 
are only 2k adjacent cells, there can be at most 2k + 2 visits. This observation also apphes 
to the inner segments of  the path string that represents the condition of  ~ ,  since they are 
developed m the same way. 

At the end of  the j th  phase, the STEP subroutine will have been executed 

1 + 2 h÷l + ... + 2 J(k+l) = 0(2 ~k+ll) 

times. Thus the path string that represents the condition of  J "  will have length 0(2 J~k+~) 
until that time. 

During any subphase of  the j th  phase, m = 2 J, so ~ contains O(m k) = 0(2 ~k) cells. Each 
of  these cells is visited at most 2k + 2 times by the inner segments of  the path string that 
represents the condition of  ~ ,  so the total length of  these inner segments is at most O(2Jk). 
Furthermore, each linking segment in the path string that represents the condition of  
was generated because of  a visit to a cell in S a by the path string that represents the 
condition of  J ' .  5 a contains O(m k-l) = 0(2 ~k-~)) cells, and each of  these is visited at most 
2k + 2 times; so there are at most 0(2 ~k-1)) linking segments. Since each linking segment 
has length at most m + 1 = O(2J), the total length of  these linking segments is at most 
0(2 Jk). Thus during the j th  phase, the path string that represents the condition of  ~ will 
have length 0(2 Jk). 

Consider the time taken by a subphase of  the j th  phase. The time taken by the 
EXTRACT subroutine is dominated by the time taken to pass over the path string that 
represents the condition of  J- ,  which is O(2Jlk÷~). The time taken by each execution of  the 
STEP subroutine is dominated by the time taken by the READ and WRITE subroutmes 
to pass over the path string that represents the condition of  ~', which IS O(2Jk). Thus the 
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time taken by all 2 ~ executions of the STEP subroutine is O(2A~+l)). The time taken by the 
MERGE subroutine is dominated by the time taken to regenerate the path stnng that 
represents the condition of •,  which is O(2~1~+1)). Thus the total time taken by a subphase 
of the j th  phase is O(2Jtk+~t). 

The j th  phase consists of 2 jk subphases; so the time taken by the j t h  phase is 
O(2J12k+'). From this it follows that the time taken by the first j + 1 phases is also 
O(2~t2k+'). The nth step of ~f is simulated during the first j + 1 phases, where j = 
[(log2 n)/(k  + 1)], since 2 ~tk+" _> n steps of ~ are simulated in the j i b  phase alone. From 
this it follows that ~f '  simulates ~ in time O(n t2k+'/tk+') -- O(n2-~/~k+'). 

THE STRATEGY OF VERSION Ill. Version II of ~ '  runs as slowly as it does because the 
path strings mampulated by the STEP subroutine still grow, though not as rapidly as in 
Version I. To further mitigate this effect and, in fact, obtain the best possible running tame, 
Version III will use the techniques of Version II recursively, in such a way that the path 
strings manipulated by the STEP subroutine are uniformly bounded m length. 

To show how Version III of ~ '  works, we shall again give a top-down description. The 
infinitely many steps by ~t  will be divided into phases of increasing length. The zeroth 
phase will consist of the first step, the first phase will consist of the next 2 4 steps, and so 
forth, with the j th phase consisting of 2 ~k steps. Each phase will in turn be divided Into 
zeroth-level subphases of equal length. The zeroth phase will be divided into one zeroth- 
level subphase of one step, the first phase will be diwded into 2 k-~ zeroth-level subphases 
of two steps each, and so forth, with the j th  phase being divided into 2 ~lk-" zeroth-level 
subphases of 2 ~ steps each. Each zeroth-level subphase (except for the one of the zeroth 
phase) will be divided into twofirst-level subphases, each having half as many steps This 
process of subdivision will continue, with each ~th-level subphase (except for those in the 
ith phase) being divided into two i + lst-level subphases, each having half as many steps. 
In the j th phase, this process terminates with the j th-level subphases, which have one step 
each. 

RECURSIVE A P P L I C A T I O N  OF THE EXTRACT AND MERGE SUBROUTINES. In a zeroth- 
level subphase of the ] th  phase ( j  > 0), the EXTRACT subroutine will "split" the path 
string representing the condition of 3- into path strings representing the conditions of ~o 
and J - Bo, where B0 is a ball of radius 2 J whose center is the posmon of ~ at the outset 
of the subphase. This activity is the same as that performed by Version II. 

In an ith-level subphase of thej th  phase (0 < l < j ) ,  the EXTRACT subroutine will split 
the path string representing the condition of B,-~ into path strings representing the 
conditions of ~ and ~ - ~  - ~ ,  where ~ is a ball of radius 2 ~-' whose center is the 
posmon of ~ at the outset of the subphase. It ~s easy to see that ~ ,  is contained m ~-~ .  
The EXTRACT subroutine will form the path string that represents the condition of ~ ,  by 
taking selected portions of the inner segments from the path string that represents the 
condition of ~ - ~  and joining them together with linking segments of the type that were 
used to join inner segments at the zeroth level. It will form the path string that represents 
the condition of ~_~ - B~ by filling the gaps between the selected poruons with linking 
segments of the type that were used to join outer segments at the zeroth level. 

As before, the task of the MERGE subroutine will be the inverse of that of the 
EXTRACT subroutine. It will combine the updated information in the path string 
representing the condmon of ~ w~th the information in the path stnng representing the 
condition of ~ - ~  - ~ to obtain an updated path string representing the condition of 
~,_~. It is easy to see that since the various types of segments are dlstlngmshable, the 
MERGE subroutine can discard the appropriate linking segments and correctly interleave 
the segments they separate. 

To keep track of the various path strings, the EXTRACT and MERGE subroutines will 
use the I-condit ion tape as a stack, as previously descnbed. The EXTRACT subroutine 
will replace the path string on top of the stack by the two path strings it produces, while 
the MERGE subroutine will replace the two path strings on top of the stack by the one ~t 
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produces. As before, each path string on the J--condition tape will be associated with a set 
of  counters on the ~,~¢~-position tapes and a counter on the length tape, and the path string 
and counters to be manipulated by the STEP subroutine will always be on the top of  the 
stack. 

VERSION III OF ~,¢t'. At this point, the program for Version III of  ~ '  can be expressed 
as follows: 

MAIN 
repeat indefinitely for./= 0, 1, 2, 

call PHASE(./) 
PHASE(./) 

repeat 2 ~k-" Umes 
call SUBPHASE (0,./) 

return 
SUBPHASE (,,j) 

ff t =./then call STEP 
else begm 

call EXTRACT with rn = 2 j-' 
repeat 2 times 

call SUBPHASE (t + 1,,/) 
call MERGE 
end 

return 

That this program simulates ~ can be confirmed by verifying the following hypothesis, 
using induction on t (starting at i = j and working down to t = 0). 

The execution of  an lth-level subphase of  the j t h  phase is equivalent in effect to 
execution of  the STEP subroutine 2 s- '  times. 

THE RUNNING TIME OF VERSION III. We shall show that Version III of  Jg '  simulates 
7 ~  in time O(n 2-ilk). 

At the end of  t h e j t h  phase, the STEP subroutine will have been executed 

I + 2  k +  ... + 2  J k = O ( 2  jh) 

times. Thus the path string that represents the condition of  3 -  will have length O(2 Jk ) until 
that time. 

During an tth-level subphase of  t h e j t h  phase, m = 2J-'; so the path stnng that represents 
the condition of  ~ ,  will have length O(2 Ij-,)k). (This IS obtained by bounding the lengths 
of  the inner segments and linking segments as before.) 

Consider the execution o f  a zeroth-level subphase o f  the j th phase, together with all its 
recurslve subphases. There wall be 2' ith-level subphases: The number of  subphases 
increases by a factor of  2 at each successive level. We have just seen, however, that the 
length of  the path strings decreases by a factor of  2 k _>4 at each level. Thus the total time 
taken by executions of  the EXTRACT and M E R G E  subroutines IS dominated by the time 
taken at the zeroth level, which is O(2 jk). Aside from the executions of  the EXTRACT 
and M E R G E  subroutines, there are 2 ~ executions of  the STEP subroutine These take ume 
O(2e), since they all occur at the j i b  level, where the path strings have length O(1). Thus 
the total time taken by a zeroth-level subphase of  the j th phase is O(2 gk). 

The j t h  phase consists of  2 j(k-l) zeroth-level subphases, so the time taken by the j t h  
phase is 0(2 g(2k-') From this it follows that the time taken by the f i rs t j  + l phases is also 
O(2J(2k-'). The nth step of  ~t' is simulated during the first j + l phase, where j = 
[(logz n)/k], since 2 jk _> n steps of  ~ are simulated in t h e j t h  phase alone From this it 
follows that ~4t" simulates ~ in time O(n (2h-~/k) = O(n z-~/k ). 

IfJfC has more than one tape, the machinery described above can be rephcated for each 
tape, and the activities described can be carried out for all the tapes simultaneously. If  J,( 
has more than one head per tape, it can be replaced without loss of  time by a machine with 
a larger number of tapes, but only one head per tape (see Leong and Seiferas [5]). 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
In [3], Hennie gives (for each k _> 2) a k-dimensional machine ~ with the following 

property: Any elementary machine .#/' that simulates J/t on-line takes time at least 
proportional to n 2-~/k to do so. This shows that Theorem 1 gives the best possible result for 
on-line simulation. 

THEOREM 2. I f  ~ is a k-regular machine, there is an elementary machine ~ '  that 
simulates ~ on-line in time O(n2 /log n). 

PROOF. As m the proof of Theorem l, we suppose that J f  has just one k-regular tree 
J ' ,  with just one head ~,~'~. I f ~  has more than one tree or more than one head per tree, this 
can be dealt with as in Theorem l (the results of Leong and Seiferas [5] for multidimen- 
sional tapes apply to trees as well; it may be necessary to increase k, but this will not affect 
our result). 

The machine that we construct to prove this theorem will be very similar to Version II 
of the machine constructed to prove Theorem l and will differ only in the following two 
respects: 

(l) The representation of the position of #~ and the SHIFT subroutine will be different. 
(2) The division of the steps into phases and subphases will be different. 
Only these differences will be dealt with explicitly. 
REPRESENTING THE POSITION OF a~ '~. Whereas the group of displacements on a k- 

dimensional tape was a free commutative group on k generators, the group of displacements 
on a k-regular tree-structured storage medium ~s a free group on k generators, without the 
commutation relaaons. Again the generators and their inverses correspond to the 2k shifts 
that ~ might execute. An element of this group can be thought of as a word, over an 
alphabet of 2k symbols representing these shifts, that specifies the sequence of shifts to be 
taken. 

The position of,gf will be represented by the displacement from the origin to the present 
location of ,gt °. This displacement will in turn be represented by its word, on a tape called 
the ,~t'~-pos~tion tape. This word can be thought of as forming a stack, with the first symbol 
(representing the first shift away from the origin) at the bottom of the stack and the last 
symbol at the top of the stack. 

The position of ~ in the initial configuration will be represented by the idenmy 
displacement, which in turn will be represented by the null word, which in turn will be 
represented by an empty stack on the ,~t'~-position tape. 

THE SHIFT SUBROUTINE. Suppose that the position of X is represented on the ~,T j- 
position tape as described above. The task of the SHIFT subroutine will be to update this 
representation to reflect a shift of,gC It will do this by pushing a symbol representing this 
shift onto the stack, unless there is a symbol representing the inverse shift on the top of the 
stack, m which case this symbol Is popped off the stack. 

THE READ, WRITE, EXTRACT, AND MERGE SUBROUTINES. Only minor changes 
are mandated by our change in the represemation of the position of ,g¢~. 

In the READ, WRITE, and EXTRACT subroutines, the ,g~'-position tape is used to 
keep track of the displacement from the cell of ~ visited by the symbol of the path string 
currently scanned by the head on the J-condition tape and the cell of ~ at which ,gP is 
located. This can be done by pushing symbols onto and popping them off the stack if the 
word on the stack is reversed during the scan over the path string. This has no effect on 
our time bounds, since it is easy to obtain bounds on the length of these words that are as 
tight as the bounds on the length of the corresponding path strings. 

At the conclusion of a subphase, the MERGE subroutine will "multiply" the "local 
word" representing the displacement from c to the poNtoon of ~ with the "global word" 
representing the displacement from the origin to c, to obtain the displacement from the 
origin to the position of ~t °. This is done simply by concatenation and cancellation. 

THE OVERALL ORGANIZATION OF ..~'. The top-down description of the process is as 
follows. The infinitely many steps by ~ will be divided into phases of increasing length. 
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The first phase will consist of the first 2k steps, the second phase will consist of the next 
2(2k) 2 steps, and so forth, wRh the j th  phase consisting ofj(2k) ~ steps. Each phase will in 
turn be divided into subphases of equal length. The first phase will be divided into 2k 
subphases of one step each, the second phase will be divided into (2k) 2 subphases of two 
steps each, and so forth, with the j t h  phase being diwded into (2ky subphases o f j  steps 
each. 

Given the changes to the STEP subroutine (and its constituent subroutines) already 
described, the program for ,At' can be expressed as follows: 

MAIN 
repeat mdefimtely f o r / =  1, 2, 3, 

call PHASE(j) 
PHASE(j) 

repeat (2k) ~ times 
call SUBPHASE(j) 

return 
SUBPHASE(j) 

call EXTRACT wtthm = j  
repeat j umes 

call STEP 
call MERGE 
return 

THE RUNNING TIME OF Jg'. We shall show that ,,/f' simulates Jg in time O(n2/log n). 
The argument closely parallels that used for Version II of ~/g' in Theorem 1, w,th the 
following important difference: The number of cells in ~ and Y each are O((2k - l)m). 

At the end of the j th  phase, the STEP subroutine will have been executed 

2k + 2(2k) 2 + ... + j(2k): -- O(j(2k) ~) 

times. Thus the path string that represents the condition o f :  will have length O(j(2k) J) 
until that time. 

Dunng any subphase of thej th  phase, m =j ,  so ~ contains O((2k - 1) m) -- O((2k - 1) J) 
cells. Each of these cells is visited at most 2k + 2 times by the inner segments of the path 
string that represents the condition of ~ ,  so the total length of these segments is at most 
O((2k - 1):). Furthermore, since S: contains O((2k - l y )  cells and each of these cells is 
visited at most 2k + 2 times by the path string that represents the condition of ~ ,  there are 
at most O((2k - 1):) linking segments. Since each hnking segment has length at most 
m + 1 = O(j) ,  the total length of these linking segments is at most O(j(2k - ly) ,  Thus 
during the j th  phase, the path string that represents the condition of ~ will have length 
O ( j ( 2 k -  1):). 

Consider the time taken by a subphase of the j t h  phase. The time taken by the 
EXTRACT subroutine is dominated by the time taken to pass over the path string that 
represents the condition of ~ ,  which is O(j(2ky) .  The time taken by each execution of the 
STEP subroutine is dominated by the time taken to pass over the path string that represents 
the condition of ~ ,  which is O(j(2k - ly) .  Thus the time taken by all j  executions of the 
STEP subroutine is O(j2(2k - 1):), which is O(j(2ky) .  The time taken by the MERGE 
subroutine is dominated by the time taken to regenerate the path string that represents the 
condition of : ' ,  which is O(j(2k):). Thus the total time taken by a subphase of the j t h  
phase is O(j(2k) J ). 

The j t h  phase consists of (2k): subphases, so the time taken by the j t h  phase is 
O(j(2k)~). From this it follows that the time taken by the first j phases is also O(j(2k)2:). 
The nth step of ~ is simulated during the first j phases where j = [log2k(n/logzk(n/ 
log2kn))], sincej(2k) ~ _> n steps of , ,g are simulated during the j th  phase alone. From this 
it follows that ,,g' simulates .,g in time O(n 2/log n). 

This completes the proof of  Theorem 2. 
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A simple modification of  an example given by Henme in [3] gives (for any k _> 2) a k- 
regular machine ~ with the following property: Any elementary machine ~ '  that simulates 

on-line takes time at least proportional to n e/log n to do so. We shall describe ~ and 
sketch a proof of  this property. A rigorous proof can be obtained by the methods of  [3]. 

will have one k-regular tree • with head ~:. It will have 2k + 3 input symbols (2k 
shift symbols corresponding to the shifts • might execute, together with O, 1, and blank), 
three output symbols (0, 1, and blank), and a trwlal control (having but a single state and 
thus no "memory"). At each step ~ reads an input. 

(1) If  the Input is a shift symbol, J will be left as it is, ~ will execute the corresponding 
shift, and a blank output will be written. 

(2) If  the input is a 0 or 1, this symbol will be written on 3-  (in the cell at which ~ is 
located), Yf will be left where it is, and a blank output will be written. 

(3) If  the input is a blank, 3-  will be left as it is, ~ will be left where it is, and the 
symbol scanned by ~" will be written as output. 

./g is a machine that "exercises" its storage medium in a general way. 
To see that any elementary machine ~ '  that simulates J / /on-l ine takes time at least 

proportional to ne/log n, consider the following ensemble of  input sequences. Each input 
sequence will be divided into two parts of  approximately equal length. The first part will 
be devoted to shifting and writing (that is, will consist of  shift symbols, O's, and l's), while 
the second part will be devoted to shifting and reading (that is, will consist of  shift symbols 
and blanks). 

During the first part, ~ will scan in turn all the cells of  some ball centered at the origin, 
returning to the origin at the conclusion of  its tour. As It scans each cell for the first time, 
it will write either a 0 or a 1 in it. I f  the input is of  length n, the number of  different cells 
scanned will be at least proportional to n, and the distance from the origin of  each cell 
scanned will be at most proportional to log n. 

The second part of  each input sequence will consist of  a number of  "questions" about 
the contents of  the cells scanned during the first part. Each question will consist of  a 
sequence of  shift symbols that carries Yd to one of  these cells, a blank (which "reads out" 
the content of  the cell), and a sequence of  shift symbols that carries g :  back to the origin. 
Each question will have length at most proportional to log n; so there will be time for a 
number of questions at least proportional to n/log n. 

Now let ,It" be an elementary machine that simulates ~ on-line. When confronted with 
input sequences from the ensemble described above, .At" must represent the condition o f ~  
at the conclusion of  the first part. This representation wdl occupy a number of  cells at least 
proportional to n on the one-dimensional tapes of ~ ' .  Thus during the second part, each 
quesUon in turn can be chosen so that ~/ '  must spend time at least proportional to n to 
find the answer. Since the number of  questions is at least proportional to n/log n, ~ '  must 
spend time at least proportional to n e/log n to find the answers. This shows that Theorem 
2 gives the best possible result for on-line simulation. 

3. Simulation by Oblivious Machines and Combinational Logic Networks 

Our goal in this section is to study the relationship between the time required by a machine 
and the cost and delay required by a combinational logic network. We begin, however, 
with the study of  a specially restricted machine model. 

OBLIVIOUS MACHINES. Consider a machine with a one-dimensional read-only input 
tape, a one-dimensional write-only output tape, and some number of  one-dimensional 
read/write storage tapes. We shall say that such a machine is oblivious if the movements 
of  the input, output, and storage heads are fixed functions of  time, independent of  the 
input to the machine. (One may think of  the head movements as being controlled by a 
second, autonomous machine which has one-dimensional storage tapes but no input or 
output tapes. Susceptibility to such a decomposition could be made the basis of  an 
alternative definition of  obliviousness which would be structural rather than behavioral.) 
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Although we have defined obliviousness only for machines with one-dimensional tapes, 
the same definition can obviously be applied to machines having nonsequential storage 
structures, such as those considered in Section 2. Indeed, a similar defimtzon could be 
framed for random-access machines, requiring that the sequence of  instructions followed 
and the sequence of storage locations accessed each be independent of  the input. 

The notion of  an oblivious machine is of  interest for a number of  reasons. First, just as 
a machine model provides a certain formalization of  the idea of  an algorithm, the notation 
of an oblivious machine provides a certain formalization of  the idea of  an oblivious 
algorithm. For  example, a table look-up by sequential search on a random-access machine 
may be programmed obliviously (if the search does not stop when the desired record is 
found but continues through the entire table), but a binary search cannot be, since the 
number of  records examined is small compared to the entire table, and which records are 
examined depends on which record is sought. Second, when obtaining lower bounds on 
the complexity of  functions, it IS easier to consider oblivious machines than nonobhvious 
machines, since their behavior is simpler. With the aid of  an efficient procedure whereby 
an oblivious machine can simulate a nonobhvious one, lower bounds on the complexity of  
functions for nonoblivious machines can be obtained. Third, the computations of  oblivious 
machines can be implemented by combinational logic networks of  low cost: A computation 
that can be performed m n steps by an oblivious machine can be implemented by a 
network with cost O(n). Conversely, there are fast oblivious machines corresponding to 
many network constructions. Statements about obhvlous machines, however, involve a 
uniformity over input lengths that is not present in the network context. 

TRANSDUCERS. We shall say that a machine (not necessardy oblivious) is a transducer 
ff it reads an input and writes an output at every step. Any machine can be replaced 
without loss of  time by a transducer that performs essentially the same computation (this 
may involve simulating a queue to buffer the inputs [2, 5] and doing some trivial recodmg 
of  the outputs). Since transducers are already oblivious with respect to input-output  
behavior, the task of  simulating them by oblivious machines will be technically simplified. 

Results such as those we prove below can be obtained for machines other than 
transducers The results for transducers display all the essential ideas, however, and once 
these ideas are mastered, the other variants can be derived at will. 

THEOREM 3. I f  ~ is a transducer with one-dimensional tapes, there is an obhvtt~us 
machine ~ '  with two one-dimensional tapes that simulates ~ on-hne in time O(n log n). 

PROOF. As in the proof  of  Theorem 1, we suppose that Jg has just  one storage tape J- ,  
with just one head ~,,~. The general case will be discussed later. 

We shall present two versions of / / t ' ,  only the second of  which will simulate ~¢( in time 
O(n log n). 

REPRESENTING THE CONDITION OF ~ AND THE POSITION OF ~ .  ~ '  will use one storage 
tape J '  with one storage head a,~' to maintain its representation of  the condition of  ~-, the 
position of  a~ '~, and the number of  steps by ~¢/that have been simulated. J '  will contain, 
cell for cell, the same sequence of  symbols as J ' .  In addition, through an enlargement of  
the alphabet of  J '  over that of  J ,  the positions of  the following markers will be 
maintained: 

( l)  There will be an origin marker at the origin, this marker will never be moved. 
(2) There will be a head posmon marker at the cell corresponding to the cell of  3 -  at 

which We is positioned. 
(3) There will be left and right end markers, if n steps by ~t' have been simulated, these 

markers will be positioned n + 1 cells to the left and right, respectively, of  the origin. 
THE STEP SUBROUTINE Suppose that the condition of  9-, the position of  ~Tt °, and the 

number of  steps by ~ that have been simulated are represented on J - '  as described above. 
The task of the STEP subroutine will be to simulate the n + 1st step by ~ and to update 
,Y-' to maintain th~s representation. 

We shall assume that ~ / '  remembers, in its control, the symbol in the cell of  J - '  at which 
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the head position marker is located; this remembered symbol is updated every time ~,~f' 
scans the head position marker. 

The STEP subroutine works as follows: An input symbol ts read from the input tape; 
this, together with the remembered symbol, determines the output symbol to be written on 
the output tape, the storage symbol to be written by ~ on 3-, and the shift that g f  is to 
undergo. Then a,~ °' moves left from the origin marker to the left end marker, which It 
moves one position further to the left, then moves right past the origin marker to the right 
end marker, which it moves one position further to the right, and finally moves left again 
to the origin marker. During tMs excursion, Yd' scans the head position marker twice, once 
while passing from left to right and once whale passing from right to left. Thus .,g' is able 
to update the symbol in the cell at which the head posmon marker is located and to shift 
the head position marker left or right, as appropriate. 

VERSION I OF ,~g'. At this point the main program for Version I of..tt" can be expressed 
as follows: 

MAIN 
repeat mdefimtely 

call STEP 

That this program simulates Jg  follows by a simple reduction. 
THE RUNNING TIME OF VERSION I. We shall show that Version I of Jg'  simulates 

in time O(n2). 
Consider the distance between the two end markers. After n steps by .ACt' have been 

simulated, the distance is 2n + 1 = O(n). 
The time taken by the nth execution of  the STEP subroutine is dominated by the time 

taken by the two excursions to the end markers, which is O(n). From this it follows that 
the time taken by the first n executions of  the STEP subroutine is O(n2), so that .d/' 
simulates ~ in time O(n2). 

THE STRATEGY OF VERSION II. Version I of  J/(' runs as slowly as it does because as the 
distance between the end markers grows, the time taken by the STEP subroutine to visit 
the head position marker, which may be anywhere between them, increases. In order to 
mitigate this effect, Version II will periodically reorganize the information on • '  to ensure 
that whenever the STEP subroutine is executed, the end markers and the head posmon 
marker will be near the origin marker. Since ~ will not always be near the origin of  3-, 
these reorgamzations will have to shift the information in the neighborhood of  the head 
posmon marker to the neighborhood of  the origin marker, relying on the "translation 
invanance" of  the acnon of  J (  for justification. 

The top-down description of  the process is as follows: The infinitely many steps by ~¢( 
will be divided into phases of  increasing length. The zeroth phase will consist of  the first 
step, the first phase will consist of  the next two steps, and so forth, with the j th  phase 
consisting of  2 j steps. Each phase (except for the zeroth) will in turn be divided into two 
zeroth-level subphases, each having half as many steps. Each zeroth-level subphase (except 
for those of  the first phase) will be divided into twofirst-level subphases, each having half 
as many steps. This process of  subdivision will continue, with each /th-level subphase 
(except for those of  the i + 1st phase) b6ing divided into two i + lst-level subphases, each 
having half  as many steps. In the ./th phase, this process terminates with the jth-level 
subphases, which have one step each. 

THE AUXILIARY TAPE. In addition to Y ' ,  Version II of  Jr/' will use an auxiliary storage 
tape J " .  This auxiliary tape will be used for three purposes. 

First, we shall often want to move a marker on J "  so as to double or halve its distance 
from another marker; here ~ "  will serve as a measuring tape on which a distance (or, by 
counting two against one, half a distance) can be marked off. Second, we shall often want 
to copy strings of  symbols from one part of  3- '  to another, here 3-" will serve as a buffer, 
so that the copying operation can be performed in time proportional to the sum of  the 
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length of  the string and the distance it Is moved (rather than their product, as would be the 
case wRhout a buffer). Third, our simulation procedure will be recursive; J ' "  will serve as 
a stack for preserving information across recursive invocations. Stacking and unstacking 
will never be called for dunng measuring and copying operations, so the latter can be 
performed on top of  the stack. 

THE COMPRESS(j)  SUBROUTINE. Suppose that the condition of  J ' ,  the position of  
,~,~'~, and the number n o f  steps by ~ that have been simulated are represented on J ' ,  as 
described in Version I, and suppose further that n = 2 J - 1 for some natural numberj.  The 
task of  the COMPRESS(j )  subroutine will be to shift the reformation in the neighborhood 
of  the head position marker nearer to the origin marker and to halve the distance between 
the end markers. 

The COMPRESS(j)  subroutine works as follows: The contents of  J "  m the ball 
(interval) of  radius 2 ~+~ - 1 centered at the origin, including the symbols from the alphabet 
of  J "  and the head posRlon marker, but excluding the origin marker and end markers, are 
cyclically shifted 2 j-~ positions. If  the head position marker lies to the left of  the origin 
marker, the information listed is cychcally shifted to the right; if the head position marker 
lies to right of  the origin marker, the reformation listed is cyclically shifted to the left. In 
order to be oblivious, ~ '  performs the head movements appropriate to both shifts, but 
only writes during one of  them. A record of  which shift was performed is placed on the 
stack. The left and right end markers are moved 2 J-~ positions to the right and left, 
respectively. At this point the situation ts analogous to the one when n = 2 J-a - 1, except 
that there is some information on J "  lying beyond the end markers. 

THE EXPAND(J)  SUBROUTINE. The task of  the EXPAND( j )  subroutine is the inverse 
of  that of  the COMPRESS( j )  subroutine. Using the record left on the stack by the 
COMPRESS(j )  subroutine, it performs the reverse cychc shift; the record is removed from 
the stack. The left and right end markers are moved 2 j-1 posmons to the left and right, 
respectively. 

VERSION II OF ~ ' .  At this point, the program for Version II of,~,f" can be expressed as 
follows: 

MAIN 
repeat trtdefimtely forj  = 0, 1, 2, 

call PHASE(j) 
PHASE(j) 

l f j  = 0 then call STEP 
else begin 

call COMPRESS(j) 
call PHASE(j - l) 
call COMPRESS(j) 
call PHASE(j - l) 
call EXPAND(j)  
call EXPAND(j)  
end 

return 

That this program simulates ~ can be confirmed by verifying the following hypothesis, 
using induction on j :  

I f  the end markers lie 2 a cells to either side of  the origin marker, then the execution of  
the PHASE(j )  subroutine, as regards the information between the end markers, is 
equivalent in effect to the execution of  the STEP subroutine 2 j times. (In particular, 
PHASE(j )  moves the end markers 2 ~ cells further from the origin marker.) 

THE RUNNING TIME OF VERSION II. We shall show that Version II of  ~/,(' simulates 
in time O(n log n). 

Whenever PHASE(j )  is invoked, the end markers are at distance 2 J from the origin 
marker. The STEP subroutine is only invoked during executions of  PHASE(0); so 
whenever the STEP subroutine is invoked, the end markers are at distance one from the 
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ongin marker. Each execution of  the STEP subroutine thus takes time O(1). 
The time taken by executions of  the COMPRESS( j )  and EXPAND( j )  subroutines is 

dominated by the time taken to perform the cyclic shifts, each of  which involves moving 
the contents of  T +2 - 1 cells. These executions thus take time O(T).  

Let C(j)  denote the time taken by an execution of  PHASE(j) .  We have 

C(O) = O(l )  
C(j)  = 2C(j - !) + O(T).  

These equations imply 

C(j)  = O( jT) .  

Thus the time taken by t he j t h  phase is O( jT) .  It follows that the time taken by the first 
j + 1 phases is also O(j2J). The nth step of  2 / i s  simulated during the first j + 1 phases, 
where j  = [log2 n], since 2 J _> n steps o f ~  are simulated in t he j t h  phase alone. From this 
it follows that ~¢f simulates ~/f in time O(n log n). 

I f  ~ has more than one tape, the tapes of  ~ '  can be divided into an equal number of  
tracks, with each track of  J '  having its own head position marker. Since ~ '  is oblivious, 
all the tracks can be processed simultaneously. If  J/f has more than one head per tape, it 
can be replaced without loss of  time by a machine with a larger number of  tapes, but only 
one head per tape (see Leong and Seiferas [5]). 

This completes the proof of  Theorem 3. 
A simple application of  the "overlap" argument Introduced by Cook and Aanderaa [1] 

(see also Paterson, Fischer, and Meyer [7]) gives a transducer ~ ,  with a single stack, having 
the following property: Any oblivious machine ~ '  that simulates ~¢t on-line takes time at 
least proportional to n log n to do so. We shall describe ~ and sketch a proof of  this 
property. A rigorous proof can be obtained by the methods of  [1] and [7] 

~¢f will have a single stack, whose cells will contain either of  two symbols: 0 or 1. Its 
input and output alphabets will contain three symbols (0, 1, and blank), and its control 
will have only a single state. At each step ~ reads an input. 

(1) If  the input is 0 or 1, this symbol is pushed onto the stack, and a blank output is 
written. 

(2) If  the input is blank and there is a 0 or 1 at the top of  the stack, this symbol is 
popped off the stack and written as output. 

(3) If  the input is blank and the stack is empty, a blank output is written. 
To see that any oblivious machine ~¢f that simulates ~ on-hne takes time at least 

proportional to n log n, consider the following ensemble of  input sequences. Take n = T. 
For each i (0 _< i _<j - 1) and each m (0 _< m _< T - '  - 1), let L.z denote the interval o f t  
steps by ¢¢f, m2' through (m + 1)2' - 1. Let I~,m denote the interval of  steps by Me' that are 
devoted to simulating the steps of  L,m. (E,m is well defined, since ~ '  simulates ~ on-line.) 

For each i and each even m in the range indicated above, consider the input sequences 
of  length n = 2 J that consist of  0's and l's during L,m and of  blanks elsewhere. Since 2' bits 
of  information are read in during L.m and written out again during L.m+l, the overlap 
between E,m and It.m+1 must have size at least proporuonal to 2'. The overlaps of all such 
pairs of  intervals (0 _< ~ _<j - 1, 0 _< m _< 2 J-' - 1, and m even) are disjoint and thus have 
sizes whose sum is at least proportional t o j T  -1, which is in turn proportional to n log n. 
Since J/f  IS oolivious, the time it takes to simulate these n steps by ~ must be at least 
proportional to the overlap, which is m turn proportional to n log n. This shows that 
Theorem 3 gives the best possible result for on-line simulation. 

COMBINATIONAL LOGIC NETWORKS. The networks we shall consider are acyclic inter- 
connections of  gates by means of  wires that carry binary signals, as described by Muller 
[6]. It will be assumed that there are finitely many different types of  gates available, and 
that these form a "universal" basis, so that any input-to-output function can be imple- 
mented by a suitable network. Each type of  gate has a cost and a delay, which are positive 
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real numbers. The cost of a network is the sum of the costs of its gates. The depth of a 
network is the maximum overall input-to-output paths of the sum of the delays of the 
gates on that path. 

The method used above for programming an obhvious machine can also be used to 
construct a combinational logic network that implements the first n steps in the computation 
of a transducer ~ with one-dimensional tapes. Such a network will have n inputs carrying 
suitable encodings of the symbols read from the input tape and n outputs carrying 
encodings of the symbols written onto the output tape. (If the input and output alphabets 
have more than two symbols, the inputs and outputs of the network will be "cables" of 
wires carrying binary signals.) 

TrmogrM 4. I f  ~ is a transducer with one-dimensional tapes, there is a combinational 
logic network implementing n steps by J[ with cost O(n log n) and depth O(n). 

PROOF. Only those cells of J - '  in a ball of radius 2 centered at the origin are relevant 
to the execution of the STEP subroutine, and only those in a ball of radius 2 j+l - 1 are 
relevant to the executions of the COMPRESS(j) and EXPAND(j) subroutines. The 
computation of the STEP subroutine can thus be implemented by a "module" that has, in 
addition to one input and one output of the type mentioned above, five inputs and five 
outputs that carry suitable encodings of the contents of the relevant cells of J- ' ,  and an 
input and an output that carry suitable encodings of the state of Jr'. Similarly, the 
computations of the COMPRESS(j) and EXPAND(j) subroutines can be implemented 
by modules that have 2 J+2 - 1 inputs and 2 J+2 - 1 outputs that carry encodings of contents 
of cells of 3-'. In addition, the COMPRESS(j) module will have a single output wire, and 
the EXPAND(j) module will have a single input wire, carrymg the single bit of information 
that the COMPRESS(j) subroutine places on the stack and the EXPAND(j) subroutine 
removes from the stack. 

The modules described above can be combined (as shown in Figure 1) to form a network 

21 2141_1 2 I 
i TAPE I TAPE / TAPE 
t sY.eOLs t SY~H.OLS ~ SY.eOLS 

I COMPRESS ( , ,  
STATE~_ ]" "1' SY.O~ 

2,-,,-, j i 12,-, ou,,uT SYMBOLS ( J-i ) S YMSOi..~ L 
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COMPRESS (j) 
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STATE ! i 
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l 
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2i 
SYMeOLS 
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2J+l-! / 2  j 
TAPE TAPE Tglq[ 

sY.sOLs t s ~ , . ~ x s  
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/ [ . |  I 4÷ 
~ "  STATE I z I z - ,  
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2J.I 
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O U T P U T  
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FiG 2 Recurmve construcuon for MAIN(./) network 

PHASE(j) that implements the computation of the corresponding subroutine, and then 
(as shown in Figure 2) to form a network MAIN(j)  that implements the computation of 
the firstj + 1 phases of the MAIN program, and therefore of the first 2 J+l - 1 steps by JL 

The STEP module has cost O(1) and depth O(1). When suitably designed, the COM- 
PRESS(j) module has cost 0(2 J) and depth O(j); this depth is needed to determme 
whether the head position marker lies to the left or the right of the origin marker. Simdarly, 
the EXPAND(j) module has cost O(T)  and depth O(1). Thus the cost L(])  and depth 
D ( j )  of the PHASE(j) network satisfy 

L(0) = O(1) 
O(0)  = O ( l )  
L ( j )  = 2 L ( j -  1) + 0(2 ' )  
O ( j )  -- 2 D ( j -  1) + O(j) .  

These equations imply 

L ( j )  -- O(j2")  
O(j) = O(2J). 

The cost L ' ( j )  and depth D'( j )  of the MAIN(j)  network satisfy 

L'(O) = L(O) + ... + L ( j )  = O ( j 2 ' )  
O'(O) -- O(O) + ... + O ( j )  = O(T). 

Since this network implements 2 J+t - 1 steps by J/ ,  it follows that there is a network that 
implements n steps by ~ with cost O(n log n) and depth O(n). 

This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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